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SureStrikeTM Caliber Adapter
The SureStrikeTM is Laser Ammo’s brand name for our family of high-end laser training cartridges, aimed to assist any level of shooter with at home dry
fire training.
One of the unique characteristics of the SureStrike™ 9mm cartridge is its ability to adapt to many different calibers, allowing the shooter to use only one
high quality laser with many different firearms, thus saving the user money and the hassle of purchasing many different lasers.
The SureStrike™ adapters are offered in 4 different variants:
Action Back Caps: By replacing the action back cap of the 9mm cartridge, the shooter can convert their 9mm to 38SP and 223 / .556 for AR15 using the
same red or IR laser module. The user can even change the functionality of the laser cartridge by changing the action back caps to use as a boresight,
or to become a vibration activated laser.
Adapter Rings: By adding one of the adapter rings, and using the UhrSecure safety system, the shooter can easily convert their 9mm SureStrikeTM cartridge to become a: 40SW, 45ACP, 357sig, 45GAP or 10mm.
Adapter capsules: Our unique adapter capsules will convert the 9mm SureStrike TM to 12G or 20G for shotguns, allowing you to train for your next hunt
or trap & skeet shoot. Our patented adapter cap allows the shooter to decide if they want the extractor of the shotgun to extract the laser with every
shot, or to miss the extractor for continuous shots.
Aside from the shotgun adapters, Laser Ammo offer many other rifle capsule adapters that includes: 308, 30-06, 6.5X55mm Swedish, 8X57mm is / Mauser
and 300 Win.
For military and law enforcement Laser Ammo offers a 40mm and 37mm grenade launcher adapter capsule to practice with M203 for many different
applications including riots, launcher alignment, and simulator training.
Adapter Sleeves: By placing the 9mm SureStrike TM into one of the adapter sleeves, the shooter can easily convert his cartridge to 45 long colt or 44
magnum for revolver training.
Caliber adapters can be purchased as a stand-alone adapter, as part of a kit that includes UhrSecure Safety System: safety pipe, extension, and nut,
or as part of a laser kit or hunting pack.
Pistol Caliber

SKU

Long Gun Caliber

SSADK

223 for AR-15 Adapter Kit

.40S&W Adapter Kit

SSADK-.40

12 Gauge Shotgun Adapter

012AR

.45ACP Adapter Kit

SSADK-.45

20 Gauge Shotgun Adapter

020AR

357 Sig Adapter Kit

SSADK-357

308 Caliber Adapter Sleeve

308AR

.40S&W and .45ACP Adapter Kit

SKU
223LCADK

.40S&W Adapter Ring

040AR

30-06 Caliber Adapter Sleeve

3006AR

.45ACP Adapter Ring

045AR

8x57mm Mauser Rifle Adapter

8X57MAR

.45GAP Adapter Ring

045GAP

6.5x55mm Swedish Rifle Adapter

6.5X55SAR

10mm Adapter Ring

010AR

300 Winchester Rifle Adapter

300WAR

357 Sig Adapter Ring

357SAR

6.5mm Creedmoor Adapter

65CMAR

44 Magnum Adapter

44LCAR

45 Long Colt Adapter

45LCAR
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ABOUT LASER AMMO
Laser Ammo is the worldwide leader in laser base firearms training. With R&D in Israel, and sales office both in the USA and Europe,
our users include military, Law Enforcement, firearms trainers, competitive and recreational shooters alike. Our product philosophy is:
affordable, high quality products, that will allow any level of shooter to train anytime anywhere!

